Genetic diversity and response to IFN of the NS3 protease gene from clinical strains of the hepatitis C virus.
The N-terminal one-third of the hepatitis C virus nonstructural gene 3 (NS3) codes for a serine protease. To investigate natural genetic diversity of this enzyme a nested PCR reaction was developed to obtain NS3 protease sequence data directly from patient strains. This data was used to determine genetic diversity, phylogenetic and evolutionary rates, and selection of variants by interferon therapy. The potential effect of genetic diversity on enzyme structure using molecular modeling was also attempted. Results show significant variability in clinical HCV strains at both the nucleotide (30.2% for 1a and 25.8% for 1b) and amino acid sequences (11.0% for 1a and 9.9% for 1b). Phylogenic analysis shows two distinct clades with two HCV isolates grouping as a sister clade to 1b. Structural analysis reveals that most mutations lie in the N-terminus of the enzyme. When strains were sorted as to whether or not the patient had received antiviral therapy, no difference was found in the number or locations of mutations in 1a strains. However, 1b strains demonstrated an overall drop in the number of positions that were mutated. This study demonstrates significant differences among natural strains that may pose a problem for structure based drug development.